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1.0 Suniary

The main effort this year is to understand the physics of the hybrid plume and heating

of the plasma in a tandem mirror device. In the theoretical area three tasks have been

accomplished: (1) A major advance has been made in the development of a numerical

method for solving the time dependent fluid equations for both ions and electrons in the

plasma. Realistic physical properties and nonuniform magnetic fields were considered. (2)

A mathematical model has been formulated for studying the radio frequency heating of

the hot plasma in cylindrical geometry. (3) An analysis on the performance characteristics

of the hybrid plume rocket has been carried out.

VUnder the funding of the instrumentation program some effort has been dedicated to

the construction of a tandem mirror device. The component fabrication began in May after

several months of contract negotiations since authorization of the fund, and is progressing

well.

To obtain a quick but crucial understanding of the hybrid plume concept, a steady

state fluid model code for studying the interaction of hot plasma with neutral gas jet

,S was developed in past years. In that code a uniform magnetic field was assumed. It was

found that the transition region has been formed and an exhaust duct can be protected

by surrounding the hot plasma with a supeisonic gas jet. Therefore the simplified version

of the computation code has fulfilled the purpose of verifying the hybrid plume concept.

To further understand the detailed flow dynamics of the exhaust, a time dependent fluid

model for plasma in a general magnetic field configuration has to be solved with realistic

physical assumption. To develop such a model was the task undertaken this year. After

overcoming many difficult numerical instability problems, a fundamental two dimensional

time dependent code is now operational. More importantly, the plasma is now treated as

two fluids, the ions and electrons, instead of one fluid used in the previous code. However,

S' many difficult problems have to be worked out in order to use the code in a parametric

0 . study. The outflow boundary has to be properly treated. The neutral gas jet, atomic

reactions and radiation have to be included. Solving the outflow boundary problem will

2
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be the next major task for the coming year.

Previously a slab model for studying the ion cyclotron range of frequencY heating

% was developed. It was shown that the heating efficiency can be inpr,,ved by opt inizing

the antenna loading impedance. The loading impedance on the antenna was f,,urid para-
-4

metrically dependent on the magnetic field strength. the distance between the antenna

and vessel wall. the plasma density and the dimension of the antenna. (urrently. a i,,re

accurate and realistic cylindrical model for the power absorption in the plasma has been

*.,, formulated analytically. In order to learn the heating mechanism and to optimize the eOfi-

ciency, we would like to obtain an explicit parametric dependence of the power abh,,rpti")i

in the plasma on machine and plasma parameters.

For the construction of the tandem mirror device the central cell coils and one mirror

coil have been delivered. The liquid nitrogen coil casings are in the process of being

fabricated. The fabrications of the vacuum vessel is progressing well. The assembly of the

device is expected in November.

4

2.0 Concept

It would be useful to reintroduce the concept in this section and to investigate the

p physical problems in the next section. A hybrid plume rocket is one where the macroscopic

properties of the exhaust fluid (i.e.. temperature. density. fluid velocity, etc.) exhibit a

drastic variation from one radial position to another 1,5. In a hybrid plume rocket, the

temperature at the core of the exhaust is extremely high; whereas, near the edge. it is quite

low. In fact, the variation in temperature from the plume centerline to the outside can be

. many order of magnitude. while the exhaust fluid at the center is a fully ionized plasma (at

.5 to 1 keV). at the edges it actually becomes a neutral gas (at .1 to .3 eV). .. s a result, the

cool flow at the edges relaxes the heating constraints on the nozzle material while the hot

central core preserves and even enhances the allowable power density and specific impulse

of the device. The concept has a potential application in rocket propulsion.

It. 3
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Figure 1 shows the tandem mirror device with a h it plasna column. One could

envision a very hot plasma exhaust surrounded by an annular laver of insulating gas.

The hot plasma is generated by a two stage process involving ani initial source of cool

dense plasma injected axially into a straight tandem mirror device from the left end. Once

magnetically confined, the plasma can be heated to the keV regime by micro3wave injection.

The plasma then escapes through one end into an exhaust nozzle on the right end. The

lhybrid plume is fornied slightly downstream of the nozzle throat. as the hypersonic annular

gas laver is injected and a stable boundarv is established.

The rocket propulsive efficiency r1 is in free space and in the absence of gravitational

effects is r- in terms of vehicle velocity v and exhaust velocity u. Optimum

efficiency occurs when v u. The hybrid plume would produce a variable specific impulse

Ip which allows the engine to be optimally tuned for all phases of flight. The terminal

velocity of the hybrid is nearly ten times the initial velocity when reaching burnup.

0-p-.

3.0 Physical Problems

The physics of high temperature hx drogeni c plasmas, interacting with hypersonic

gas jets are not well understood. Analytical and numerical modeling of these interac-

t Ions requires the simultaneous, self-crtisistent s,,lution of particle, momentum and energy

transport equations for each particle species. Therefore, the crucial area of investigation

pertaining to the physics of hybrid plumes is the numerical modeling of the plasma,. gas

interaction in the exhaust.

The numerical modeling results have to be tested experimentally. The plasma con-

4. ditions achieved in the fusion program have exceeded the need for propulsion purposes.

However, the devices used for fusion experiments are usually large because the purpose is
,' aimed at power reactors. To find a light and compact device suitable for propulsion has

%. to be carefully investigated. The basic plasma physics for the compact Mevice and control

of plasma flow are not known and need extensive experimental study.

0.'
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4.0 Time Dependent Fluid Mlodeling

As discussed in the sumnmary. the parametric study obtained by the c,,de developed

previously has ,hown the viability of the hybrid plume rocket 2.3 . "he interactions

bet ween the neutral gas jet arid plasma have been demonstrated to form the transition

regi,(in required to form the hybrid plume. Also, with varying the amount ,f neutral gas

irtr(,duced into the s-tv ei. ()ile (an m idulate the central o re I nperaturc. his is an

ilipirtant parameter in ciirilling the plasma flow. Ihe next critical issue to address is

the detailed flcw dvnarnics of the hybrid plume concept. Specifically. whether the plasma

flow Will detach from the nozzle and produce usable thrust at high lP. Preliminmary results

show that the neutral gas jet can provide the momentum needed to cause the plasma to

form closed magnetic flux surfaces which will flow out the exhaust duct like a ring and

Ieventually disconnect from the main field line. Fhis phenomena will be referred to as field

line disconnection in this write-up.

[he previous code used a cylindrically syinietric duct with the plasma flowing axiall"

and diffusing radially. This assumptin was used to understand the principle mechanirsms

invoved with the hybrid plume c,,ncept and to study the feasibility of the hybrid plume

concept. The code was not designed to specifically study the disci mnection process. The

mm agnetic field was assumed constant in ime and essentially ( ,ristant in space (a modified
(ifrusion coefficient was used to model the weakly (liver,,nrig magnetic field). The code

calculated density. n. temperature T. and axial velocity 1'. lJe radial vehcitv was not

Srieeded because oif the diffusion mrodel used. This irited the iretcract]iTnP bet\\een the

neutral gas and plasma to the diffusion time scale. In reality, the plasma \will physically

flow radially along the diverging field line. In a real nozzle, I w. will be importalit. )epending

on the strength of the interactions between the neutral gas jet and the pla ,rna. the plasma

• may cling to the field lines and actually reverse directions as the niagnetic field bends

- around the edge of the nozzle. Also. the dynamics of the flow can alter the ](,cal magnetic

field, so the field would be noi-stationarY. lhus to accurately ni()del the hv1 rid plume.

% and the separation of the plasma from the field lines. one must improve the numerical

r.io del significantly.
4,,,*0
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- A simple mass arid mnomentiurn balance arguMent sho w, that the neuitral gas jet can

provide the momentum needed to drive the disconnection anid separate the plasma flow

from the field lines. Since the neutral gas jet is located near the wall of the exhaust. the

initeract ion regio n will form downstircarni frorn this point. 'The magnetic fieldl will be falling

(4r rapidly in this region. T hus. the mm )nieritturn requlire(] i the neutr'al gas jet can be small

while still driving the reconnection process. A potential sequence is shown in Fig. 2. The

neutral gas, jet flows axially dw a dluct iiersedl iii a (diverging magnetic Field. As the

*neutra a e b(rTSnized it s re~sist ivitY aiflw pri file modify the magnetic field

and the remaining plasma flowv. 'This allows the flow to (disconnect from the nozzle and

continue down the duct. This dletachnment mechanism is presently under study and w.ill be

* * one of the ne-w modifications to the present code.

Our current effort has been to improve the computational model to include a more

* realistic magnetic field geometry. Further refinements in a physics of the interactions

* . between the neutral jet and plasma will also be included. In an actual machine it is not

o)bvious that a true steady state will be obtained (periodic operation can be envision)red).

-The new model wvill be time dependent. two dimensional in space. and three-dimensional

in velocity and electric and magnetic fields. For fully Ionized plasma the ion and electron

density are approximately equal. These two species of particles have dlifferent mo~bilty

andl should he treated as separate fluids in an o)pen system like our case. [he complexity

1 'uible that of the single fluid treatmnit. II-wvr. the elect ron is much lighter than

the ion. It is reasonable to make the zero-electron mass assumption. A zero- electron -mass

hiybrid c Wde is being developed. It is a two-fluid, two din iensional ( r and z ). quasi-necutral

code. [This code can adequately model the complex flow anid evolution on the hybrid plume

Ii-~i

(lvnammiics.

: "-With mero mass the electron m omenti uan equation redhuces to

ppt e te, xe (1)
..P. C,) C

f cre E is the electric field vector. pis the particleensitv. T, is the elect ron temperature, c

Si cha rge ofan elect ron. i, Is the electfron velocity vect or. E is the magnetic field vector.

6
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r is the resistivity tensor. and J is the current density vector. The fluid equations for ions

are the same as reported previously. Using the Darwin limit of Maxwcell's equations and

also the magnetic vector potential A. the electron momentum equation can be rewritten

in a form for the time evolution of A,

A = c_ , ~ e(7 xA) -- i.x x A. (2)?• p 4,r

One actually only needs the theta component of the above equation and one can obtain

both Br and B.. A similar transformation results in an equation for the time evolution of

B0.

The electron fluid velocities are calculated according to the currents. In other words.

Ter Ui, c 0 B9

-1rrep Oz

"e 0 Ui c 7 2 -4 (3)
47rep

UiC I-Z c I .(rBo
4,rcp r Or

All that is needed to colnplete the picture are the fluid quantities, and they are

calculated using the normal fluid equations fr mass. velocity. and temperature.

The goal of the current development will be the ability to model the detailed behavior

,,f the plasma, gas flow in a comnplex magnetic field. This is important because the plasma

vwill tend to cling to the field lines (which diverge), while the neutral gas wIll tend to go

straight. The bulk flow will be some complicated balance between the two. The higher

the plasma temperature, and thus higher potential Ip, the more the plasma flow will be

frozen the field lines. To obtain realistic thrust predictions, detailed characteristics of the

flow field must be determined. The code solves for the evolution of mass. inmlentum,

,nergy, and magnetic field. The plasma equations are solved explicitly, with the coupled

field equations solved implicitly.

- . % , % %%% t ,. ' . - % % % _-A"k- ,. D %. ', .% %



5.0 Plasma Heating

Progress made in ICRF heating this year includes the theoretical studv. the f)',,( r

absorption of the plasma, and design of the power systems for ICRF heating. An cnlti-

neeriig design of the rf power transmission systems was performed with the assist arice 4

the radio frequency power transmitter expert from the Alcator group.

On the theoretical side. further work was done in the optimization of antennia heat illa!.

Last year, power absorption calculations were performed in a slab Cartesian geonetr.

While the results obtained using Cartesian geometry proved insightful, they are nt very

physically applicable. The geometry of the device is such that the free space wavelergth

of the RE waves generated A are much larger than the physical size of the plasma and ,r

the device a. Since the Cartesian approach means that the plasma is in effect of infinite

size such that the geometric effects of its cylindrical shape do not affect the results, it

imeans that we need A >> a. which is not the case here. So while the calculations obtained

using slab geometry are useful in that they yield intuitive results, they are not a very
effective model of the physical conditioNs (If the experiment. This year, calculations using

the cylindrical model are performed and are being examined. Collisions are included to

examine what effects collisions may have on the heating of the plasma. In the future, finite

temperature effects will also be introduced to better model a laboratory plasma.

The electromagnetic field structure inside a cylindrical plasma was calculated and

examined to maximize the power injected into the plasma by the antenna.

Define:

JAlr Jn(vir) . (5)

•J 2 - Jn,(V 2 r) . (6)
,',' ~~i,..'zk D

,P(k k2S) (-)

: S'( .L A2,) flI. k •(S

0 0

~'. *'./~* a-d



l-r.mi MaxwelLs equations. the fields inside a c\ylinder can be calculated to be:

fRegi,)n 1. (Plasmna Region)

Hz (r) =1 "Jn z ZE,)J,rr()

E.(r) 2E 2 J,,2 r Y2IJIrl (10)

E.(r)E2jInr E2 K, (12)

Region 111I. (Vacuum Region)

H,(r)H 3I1, H K, r (13)

Fhe coefficients of the fields can be found subject to the following boundary conidit ions:

R. C.

(1) At r~2c.

Hr. =0. (16)

(2) At r - b

Eel, eIII(17)

qEzii EzIi . (18)

Hzli2 HInII Js. (19)

Hell, Hell Jaz (20)

(3) At r =a

9
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Eel Eel,, (21)

H 1 ,_- (22)

Hzl E 111  (21)

After calculations were performed to find the field coefficients. the p ,wcr irjcctcd lilt

the plasma can be evaluated by

s d P - "
-9 dk-

* and f dP

Pptasma. f O ... d_ , (26)?.#.J _ dk:

Define elements of the dielectric tensor (including collisions of collision frequency V'):

.D-S - (28)fz
;, ],,. - 02 Q21- (* 2 m ) ,(7

x.2 v ,2 /Q2

P.Q

p an']d

P - I -- E- pa 0 C (29)

Define:

L - S(kr kz) REk , (30)
o.. k2(2S- n )

(nS S) (31)

q,, - KS o (32)

FO __ ,^aac' (33)
Ab'bA ''Jn2. ", / JCJn 2a

10

.



-P2  K,,, K" "C 'bcJKrzaKIIc
b -ac

-- (-1b'CK,, K~c Kr',, - -'1 b'C' J72 0 K7,C) 3)

p2 
- D _D

q1j2 D 0 36)
0

sac C," bc(j (~
:-'a'c'Jn'_an')a - F ac

* ~A2  i-,bcI~aOl .~K2O (39)

and

K1 aSk 2(n~ 2 S)
kP3nKA,,,/bb

The results obtained from the analysis yields:

ikO2( SJfl2 ,a(2S - n 2)(AJ., - A 2 J,2 )
Ez (r -- ) -z- _ __ _ _ _

,;CC) p nlD /\. b, b K-ncJ-, a 3

A'zDJnlr(FIJO 90Jszn k

(k? -- k 2 S (41)
0 ~ Prl))

-. kASko (2 S 2 -~~

H. (r a) JS 0 Jn1 . -FO - K__________
S. £CP3nl/'\b'bK,,,n~

- gonkzJ,,a ak A 2 Sk 2(2S - fln 2 a(42)

I ako P3 CL A bK , c Jn 2 .

Ee(r a) -o' J10(F 0 i-kz'j2

*nk Q _ S k 2(2S -~ n 2)akzA 2 V2 J' 2
-Jsz k- 2 0 ^ - nP3  (.13)

T.ZI bK, ,

%well11



and

T k. ni J, (F Sakzk2(2S rz )A 1
HO~ a)a(4' 2 -Dh) 2kf J' £-fJn I aT 1b'b KcP3

( (nk-- k- aSk2(2S - n 2,)A 2

J ako CJnljan."b ,'b )(c3 J

The radial power flux is found by

S r -E x Hf
2
EoH: -EzH;. (15)

Assuming a loop antenna, the formula for the power flux through the plasma's edge

(r=a) is found to be:

4

Sr 2kJ~ ( P4 2
_ -'- -,Z~ o IV a p (Xp 2 42 2 k S -s ,

0 Dko)(k? - k Sk,")

Aiii V 2 J, 2 a) kz'koS(2S- ,,)TD

1 - 1 Jn 2 a Jn 2a £Jn 2aAb,,'b P 3 P(q' 2 - D 2k' 4)(k2- k S ,k 21 )

k 3 4'S(2S - n ) (26)

-A, 2 KV 2 j,, 2 a _ kz'n Dako-_S -(2S- nz)(2S' - nz)
2Jad,,z Jn2ap 2 (412 -D

2 ko)(k2 koS k I )n]-J,2a b2 p3

The real power flux absorbed by the plasma can then be found by taking the real part

of the radial Poynting flux, Re(Sr). The total power into the plasma can then be found

by integrating the Poynting Flux with respect to k,.

In future work, the cylindrical analysis will be extended to warm plasmas so that

a more realistic model of a laboratory plasma can be obtained and compared to future

experimental results.

12
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S. 6.0 Per'foi'ziance Characteristics of the Hybrid Plume Rocket

This (liscussion focuses ,)m the basic phwical laws g,,vernirig theerat (i) al ,Ipti-

ii izat ion ,f the hybrid plume. It assumes a suit able p( \% er si:re -an be pr, vided % which

N, can deliver a power level. P, to the plasma. .ITcrwave and ,it her rf efficiericie. are n,, t

discussed here as they are experimental quantities which need to be measured in a real

device. As such. these values neither add nor subtract 1t, the physics t,, be discussed here.

a *'.'. \Vit h these comniideratl,,ns. the )asic rfl uriieiituin andt energy relati,,iiship, a they V,,uht

apply to the hybrid plume engine will not be exph ,red.

"', 6.1 Basic Assumptions

The basic momentum balance for a rocket in free space and aslunrinT no vra\itational

effects can be e.,pressed as:U "I;-5' , = -

['.*"-, , .171

where r' and m' are time derivations of the vehicle velocity with respect toi a fixed piInt

(i.e.. the Earth) and rocket total mass respectively. u is the exhaust velcitY as measured

in the frame of the rocket.

The rocket exhaust power flow, P, can also be expressed as

P- j. I- IS)
.. '2

Also. the various masses can be related a follows:

mn(t) = mo~m f(t) (09)

where m 0 is the total mass of rocket and fuel at I 2 0. and rnf (0 iq the total mass of fuel

O. exhausted through the nozzle at time t.

\e not define the propulsive efficiency of the engine, qjp. as the fraction oif the total

power available which is converted to vehicle kinetic power. That is.

ri Tv 50Tr (v u) - ()

13
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where T is the instantaneous thrust, m'u and the quantity rn'(v - u) 2  represents the

residual power which is carried out by the exhaust. In terms of the velocity ratio (v/u),

Eq. (50) can be recast as follows:

2 K'?P U J51)

E.[quation (51) is shown plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the velocitY ratio. It can be seen

that the optimum occurs when v u.

With the above requirement, one can now rewrite Eqs. (47) and (-18) in terms of v

along; that is

vm '(52)

and

2Pr v 2 m' (53)

Equation (52) can be integrated to give

s/rn>(54)

so that
t, rn (55)
V0  17

and. defining the mass fraction -y as ms- m0

• -V = V0 (56)

Equation (56) is shown plotted in Fig. 6 as v/v 0 as a function of 1. For comparison,

the same velocity ratio profile for a constant I,, chemical rocket. with u/vo - .5 is shown as

a (lashed curve. One can view this result in two ways; first, for the same mass fraction, the

hybrid plume rocket can achieve significantly greater velocities, and second, for the same

d terminal velocity the hybrid plume rocket represents a substantially lower mass fraction

and hence a substantially greater payload capacity.

I.4
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In this regard. it must also be pointed out that a constant, high I,P rocket is also

attractive. However, the hybrid plume concept presented here has some added advantages

over even this latter approach. This will be shown next.

6.2 Rocket Performance With Variable Ip

In order to be desirable the hybrid plume rocket must also have sufficient acceleration.

Accordingly. it is important to obtain a relationship for v as a function of time. Such a

relationship will be derived next. U:sing Eqs. (55) and (53) one can write

2P = dm (57)
(vo 2dt - M 2

Integrating this expression
:-4 2Pt [ mdm (58)
'VC ( L0M )

2  M 2

where the negative sign has been introduced to account for the mass decreasing. The result

after integrating is
I - 1 (59)

nmo (,omo) 2  m

and solving for m as a function of time gives

1
e(t) -- I 2PI (60)

M ' )

Fr,,m this expression one can calculate the burnup time r which defines the dry mass of

the rocket Mr.
7 Mr 1 0 n oe (61)

2Pmn

Equations (55) and (60) can now be combined to obtain velocity as a function of time:

(t) = VO 2Pt (62)
vOmo

and an additional integration yields the distance X as a function of time:

pt 2

(t) V t - (63)

1.5
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-Note from Eqs. (62) and (63) that the acceleration is constant and equal to 2P/vorno.

6.3 Constant IP Rocket Performance

By a similar process, the conventional rocket equation can be shown to be

?,(I)= vo - u In (64)
1- 3t

where u is the exhaust velocity and 3 is defined bv the equation
4t

-,rn _ _(65)

mo mot t

" and where the mass flow rate m' is considered to be a constant. The integration of Eq. (64)

yields the distance as a function of time,

o(t t =vot-u t - In(I - 3t) (66),:. 3

and relating 3 to power through Eq. (48) one can use

3 2P (67)
4U21n0

Equations (65) and (67) can be combined to yield an expression for the exhaust

velocity or I, in the case where it is a constant.
VP

u /2(68)

61
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6.4 Illustrative Examples
'I€

Two cases have been considered to compare a variable I,, rocket to a (-(s,,tait /,P

one operating at the same power k vel.

First. consider a distance of 7.8 x 10' Kn. as in a trip to the planet Mars, arid consider

two power levels: P .5 MI\V and P 1.0 M\V. (ne inquires as to the total trip time

for a rocket plus payl,ad of 1.122 \ 10" Kg delivered at the desti nat]i(m as a functiom ,f the

total fuel on board. The anal.v-; produces two times: t,. fr ,m Eq. (66), which denotes the

trip time for a constant IP rocket and th,. from Eq. (63). which den,,tes that quantity for

a hybrid plume rocket operating with its exhaust velocity optimally tuned in accordance

with Eq. (49). The results are plotted in Fig. 7. -Note that the solution of Eq. (63) gives

only one point for a given value of P and hence, the two power levels under c,,nsideration

here yield the two values of t h shown in the graph. For t,. on the other hand. the solution

of Eq. (66) yields a continuous curve simply because one has flexibility in the in' and I,,

combination chosen to meet the power level requirement.

Note rom Fig. 7 that all the values of t, are hivher than the value of t h at the

corresponding power level. Additionally. decreasing ,r increasing the power level has a

corresponding effect on trip time but does not change the relative cornpari],,n. [here is a

minimum trip time and hence, an optimum fuel mass. f,)r the co,:'tant I,, rcket. given a

payload and a power level. Physically. this means that too much fuel can -ignificantly slow

down the ship and too little means a very low acceleration for the trajectory. -he hybrid

plume, on the ,ther hand, while using more fuel. insures that the acceleration is constant

and trades off thrust for IP as the rocket velocity increases.

The second example is shown in Fig. S for a much longer trip arid a sialler payload.

I The results are qualitatively the same: however, the gain in perfoirmance (,f the hybrid

plume over the constant I, vehicle is much greater in this case.

'rhese considerations show the fundamental advant age of variable I,p propulsion. flow-

Iever. these results must be taken in the context of rectilinear motion in gravity-free space.

The same analYsis for the gravitational two-body problem of orbit transfer is now being
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pursued bNy our research team. In principle, the import ant quant it to follow is the vehi-

cle's state vector (i.e., velocity and position) with respect to the FarthI (if the fuel Is loaded

t here). Under these circumstances, the relative velocity of the rocket miay vary frpii it a low-

value at apogee to a high value at perigee or gradually- decrease as thIe vehicle ,plitr out.

The control law for the operation of the engine may be different in f,-iin: nievcrt helc s.

variable I, propulsion wvill probablx yileld substantial advantages 'i h is realmn as wecll.

'7.0 Expcrintleital Facility

Trhe purpose of this work is to investigate the basic phYsics 4f thle ri-ll anril

mnirror device. The goal is to establish a generic tandem mirror plasmia facility\ ,titable

.1 ~~for investigating the hYbrid plume and other high powver variable IP plast-lia pi'llil

concepts 1.2.3.

-rhe tandem irror dIesign is showNn in Figs. 1 and :3 and has thle floigmajor

* c iniponients: the magnetic containment coils, the vacium vessel, a cold plasma iniject ir at

he[ closed end, an rf antenna for l( n c clhit ron resonance heating ( I('H I) arid (apa bifit

for a hv brid plume exhaust at the open end. The plasmia ';,Injectedl by a guin and heated to

at few 100J eV in the central cell by ICRII. Pie hybrid pin i c-an be produied1 bY i njectinig

at hi.,persoinic. ci iaxial gas jet at the exhaust end w hich partially ni xes it ii I the l1i)t plasma

produce thrust. [he exhaust can be controlled by a innnhinia (in if \ll r.g Ite Injector

cuirrent . the elctric p it ential in the anchor, the magnet ic field and Lgas jet 51 agnat]ii

* ~~~prvsure. D u ri ng t he design phase it Nas decided to qunadruplc the inaigntlic field iIi(ni

reported previously. to increase confinement time. ['his was done w\ithI mini ir hanges t i

the coil configuration. [he design f a c'ryogenic coil sv-~temn. vacuum vessel and st rutt lire

vere kept as simple as p issible. Aignmnent is' Minimal. Iiitial]\- jlc theen tral cell.

l))ster coil and mirror coiils will be required. '[he loffe anld saddle \i6l 1 wilhe added

later. Ingenious dlesign and fabrication met hiods have been devised to, facilitatle at drast it

savinlg in fabrication costs. Table I lists the major parts foir the device. ilie panrts heirg

built, and the parts deferred for future upgrade. [he central coils and (in- ni irri ir i ill

have been delivered and( electrical tests have been perfi red. The w\a\cfi run of the 1t!-t
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i- h(,wn n -ig. I Phe mirro r coil has been energized itp to 100(1 amp fo r up to I sec tiie

* duration without c)oling. l'he true values of inductance and resistaice are also measured.

lhe assembly will begin in the fall. The (,bjectives of this experiment are listed in Fable

II arid are als, di .-c ssed below.
,,0

a) Plarma c,)ntainiment. replenishment, and exhau.,t

lhe bulk plasnia will be generated bv rf breakdown f gase(oius hvdrge In r()e 1)f the

tl,, ed rid rr,'r end (,r iI the central cell. Ilie central cell pla.-iia huidup will be ()bcrved

and the exhau st thr) igh the )t her end will be measured. luriirig ,f the magnetic field

(-i'Is and electric plig potential profile will be perf()rmed to ()btain the best grade central

plasma and the ost useful exhaust. Means of plasma replenishment such as central cell

, gas injection, a gas blanket, pellet injection, and streaming gas from the closed end will be

i nvestigated. The effect (,f these replenishing methods on the exhaust properties at both

x1v, and high particle confinement irnes. vII be the center of interest.

.,,b Plasma heating

Plug and central cell pla-ma heating by ion cyclotron resonance heating (I('RJI) will

be ,ed. The efliciency of this energy injectiin method is highly dependent On antenna

(1 in and magnetic field slapirig. Acc( rdingly. a major objective of this research is t-

, i rriize the antenna design fir this particrilar application and investigate the operatlit nal

reiniles arid power levels which can he achieved. (ther f ,rms )f energy loss. -uih as

radiation and charge exchange affecting the ,verall pt wer balance, will be measured as

wYell.

(c) Stability and control

One of the major objectives ,)f this experiment is to generate stable arid well-behaved

plasmas over as large a set 4 operating conditions as possible for the compact device. A

grteat (lea] o)f existirig experimental knowledge and raw data, derived fromn similar fuio-n
experiments will be utilized here to achieve the best plasma ()perati h under varving con-

,litGrns. This will become useful later, in future experiments with variable Ip exhausts.

('learlY then, stability arid control of the plasma will be an import ant area of invest igation.
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\ 1trovr.tile verY fact that a preferential flo w Ii reet io n exists in t his case wil nicman a

certain asvmimet rv in the configuration of thle machine in the longitudinal direction. The

Ofects of such asYMmetries onl plasmia st abilit v will be inIvestigated.

The bulk £f the experimental dat a will be int egrated in the ftorml of an l prt lia

* enivelope- map for this dlevice. Such a miap wvIll coJntinue to be ref ,.ed as more experience

n -mred anld will ftormn thle basis ftor the next phase. where a wide varietY of high thrust.

\a Fi abhi I,p rint cke! experimTents5 will be linvest ig, d

dI I s!t r uen a1 ' t a t n

.control s;YStem will be developed to achieve high reproductivity of the plasma and

exhaust properties with minimum monitoring for reliable operation.
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TABLE I

Major Parts Parts Being Built Parts for Upgrade

Central Cell Coils Central Cell Coils

Vacuum Chamber Vacuum Chamber

Booster Coils Booster Coils

Saddle Coils Saddle Coils

Ioffe Coils Ioffe Coils

RF Transmitter RF Transmitter
and Antenna and Antenna
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TFABLE I I

Experimental Objectives

1. Plasma containment.

RF breakdown of hydrogen gas.

Central plasma buildup.

Scanning of magnetic field and electric plugging field for best grade central

plasma.

2. Plasma Heating.

Plug and central cell plasma heating by ion cyclotron resonance heating
method.

'4- Optirmize heating efficiency.

- ~ 3. Stability Control.

Generate stable and w-ell-beha,.ed plasmas over a large set of operating

conditions.

.4-. 4. Instrumentation

Minimize instrumentation.

5. Thrust and 1, studyv.
AP
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Figu.:o 3: Tandem mirror assembly and experimental setup.
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(a)

5 Volts

220 amp

, ' 1 sec

(b)

2 Volts

0 82 amp

1 sec

.

Inductance 3 nih

Resistance (room temp) 30 m ohm

Figure 4: Typical voltage (upper curve) and current (lower curve)

traces for energizing the central cell coil at

(a) 220 amp and (b) 82 amp.
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Variable vs Constant Isp Rocket performance comparison

Total payload is

Assume total'rip
distance: 7.8xlO7Km.

____ __ constant i time
Th =variabl Isp time
P =power level

6 0 
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TOTAL FUEL ON BOARD X 104 KG.
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~' Variable vs Constant Isp Rocket performance comparison

Total payload is
9.5 __. 3.401x10 3 Kg.

Assume total trip
distance: 2.3xlO8Km.

______ constant Isp time --

Th variable 1sp time
-~ P =power level
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Th at 1. MW.
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TOTAL FUEL ON BOARD X 104 KG.
Si Figure 8
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